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 The Politics of Culture:
 Rudolf Bahro and Opposition in the GDR

 by David Bathrick

 The arrest last year of 41 year old party official Rudolf Bahro for the
 publication in the West of The Alternativel marks a turning point in the pro-
 cess of dissent in the German Democratic Republic. For the first time a
 major voice of opposition comes not from the artistic or scientific-academic
 communities, but directly out of the ranks of the party apparatus. Whereas
 the poet Wolf Biermann or the professor Robert Havemann speak for
 sectors of an intelligentsia which have traditionally found occasion to oppose
 the strictures of government policy, Rudolf Bahro is a product of that
 policy's own socialization. A comparison with the maverick Wolf Biermann
 is instructive. Born within the same year, both men began their formal
 political education as totally committed communists studying philosophy at
 the Humboldt University in the construction years between 1953 and 1960.
 Here, however, the similarities end almost as they begin. Biermann's
 rapidly growing reputation in the early 1960s as a poet enfant terrible openly
 critical of government political and cultural policy soon brought him public
 censure for his concerts, rejection from party candidacy and finally Berufs-
 verbot from 1965 until his forced exile in the fall of 1976. More than any
 other figure, Wolf Biermann represents that segment of the younger genera-
 tion which refused to allow their political commitments to conform to the
 version of socialism represented by the SED hierarchy.

 Rudolf Bahro is the reverse side of that coin of commitment. At 16 a

 candidate for party membership and at 18 a member, his rapid climb to a
 position of responsibility parallels and is an expression of the political
 learning years of the party itself. During the period of collectivisation, he
 defended government policy as the editor of an agrarian periodical. His
 work as editor of a university newspaper and as a labor union official in the
 early 1960s culminated in the editorship of the journal Forum, ideological
 organ of the Free German Youth (FDJ). Here he ran into controversy for
 the first time, although surely not for any want of commitment to party
 policy. His decision to initiate a debate about lyric poetry with a group of
 young experimental poets came precisely at a point in 1965 when the higher-

 1. Rudolf Bahro, Die Alternative: Zur Kritik des real existierenden Sozialismus (Frankfurt am
 Main, 1977).

 3
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 4 Bathrick

 ups had decided to end the period of cultural relaxation. Although his
 enthusiasm ultimately cost him his position and as he himself says his
 naivete,2 it was not until the invasion of Czechoslovakia by troops of the
 Warsaw pact countries three years later that he began to question the
 premises of the system as a whole. "In the first hours and days after the inter-
 vention something changed in me forever. From that point on I wanted to
 deliver them a reply against which they would be as helpless as we had been
 against their tanks."3 Bahro's "reply" - nine years in the formulation - is
 a book that challenges not only the self understanding of "really existing
 socialism" but, beyond that, one which attempts a fundamental immanent
 critique of Marxist-Leninism itself. And surely this is one of its most signifi-
 cant achievements. In the political winters which have followed Prague
 Spring and Paris May, the ideological dilemma of the left in advanced
 capitalist societies is nowhere more manifest than in its return to the temple
 of orthodox Marxism. The reassertion of Soviet ideological hegemony in the
 East has been matched in spirit if not in letter by the emergence of "scienti-
 fic" Marxisms in Western Europe and the United States - be they of the
 structuralist, instrumentalist, Trotzkyist or Euro-communist variety. Despite
 the diatribes against vulgar, mechanistic, overly economistic Marxist theory
 by those who would claim to reform it, one scratch beneath the surface
 reveals the underpinnings of an orthodoxy grounded in the premises of the
 Second and Third International: the ontologizing of historical processes in
 the "natural laws" of production as a part of the inevitable evolution of
 "matter"; the designation of the proletariat and its self-appointed represen-
 tatives as the sacred vehicle of transformation to the world beyond; the
 elimination of subject and self-history from the epistemological premises of
 Marxist theory in the name of a positivist, objective social science. What is
 important about Bahro's book is its refusal to truck with this catechism.
 Concerning the proletariat as a revolutionary class, he is openly sacrosanct:
 "Salvation will not come from the subalterns." His analysis of mental labor
 in contemporary societies stresses the historical emergence of the intelli-
 gentsia as a productive force and locates in the creation of surplus conscious-
 ness (iiberschiissiges Bewusstsein) a source of system renewal and transfor-
 mation. Nor is Bahro any more respectful of the philosophical premises at
 the root of Soviet Marxism. His rejection of the "materialist" narrative of
 history (histomat) in which evolutionary processes necessarily advance from
 feudalism to capitalism to socialism enables him to grasp the Soviet experi-
 ence within its own set of dynamics as an "asiatic mode of production"
 harnessed by the remnants of Czarist bureaucracy. Finally, Bahro's
 emphasis upon the historicity of his own theoretical achievement as a form
 of critical self-consciousness returns to Marxism a radical relation between

 theory and praxis: revolutionary theory not as the "hierarchically pre-

 2. Bahro, "Die Herrschaft des Apparats muss griindlich ideologisch unterminiert werden:
 Rudolf Bahro interviewt sich selbst," Deutschland Archiv 11 (1977), 1105.

 3. Ibid., 1110.
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 The Politics of Culture 5

 ordained categories of materialist Weltanschauung" but the "mental
 expression of an actual social process."4 In sum, whereas in the West tradi-
 tions of critical Marxism have given way to various forms of scientism and
 Proletkult, there emerges from one of the most orthodox of the East Block
 parties a political project which struggles to move in a new direction.

 How does one explain the case of Rudolf Bahro? Is he a paradigm or just
 another renegade, the exception or the rule? What are the historical contin-
 gencies which have led to the emergence of this book? In answering these
 questions it will first be necessary to explore opposition formation within the
 Soviet block societies both structurally and historically. Our analysis will
 define areas of dissent and opposition in their relation to the infrastructure
 of the historically emerged public sphere within the German Democratic
 Republic. We shall then trace historically the emergence of opposition
 within this society. While the intent of our investigations is not a compara-
 tive study with the Soviet Union, contrastive analysis will be drawn where it
 seems useful. Finally, we shall discuss Rudolf Bahro's own achievement in
 an effort to argue that his appearance at this time has a logic of development
 with potential for the future.

 1. Opposition within the Soviet Block

 The anticipated process of political articulation and public discourse for
 after the revolution sketched out in the writings of Marx, Engels and even
 Lenin bears little resemblance to political and public discourse in the
 existing socialist societies. While Marx himself devoted relatively little to the
 subject of a future society,5 his writings in "Critique of the Gotha Program"
 and "Civil War in France" spell out a "dictatorship of the proletariat" in
 which the oppressive power of centralized government, army and bureau-
 cracy would be abolished and the public affairs placed in the hands of a body
 elected by universal secret ballot and subject to recall at any time. Lenin's
 State and Revolution was equally adament if also unrealistic in its vision of a
 withering away of the state and a proletarian public sphere in which freedom
 of expression and self organization were constituent factors of public
 discourse. "Socialism cannot be decreed from above. Its spirit rejects the
 mechanical bureaucratic approach: living, creative socialism is the product
 of the masses themselves."6 The replacement of the soviets by a hierarchi-
 cal, centralized and hegemonic party as the self defining representative
 subject of history and the subsequent development of a bureaucratic

 4. Oskar Negt, "Marxismus als Legitimationswissenschaft: zur Genese der stalinistischen
 Philosophie," an introduction to Abram Deborin und Nikolai Bucharin, Kontroversen uiber
 dialektischen und mechanistischen Materialismus (Frankfurt am Main, 1969), pp. 7-48.

 5. See Bertell Ollman, "Marx's Vision of Communism," Critique 8 (Summer, 1977), 4-42, for
 a summary of Marx's writings on the future.

 6. V. I. Lenin, "Reply to a Question from the Left Socialist-Revolutionaries" at the Meeting
 of the All-Russia Central Executive Committee, November 4 (17) XXVL, 283.
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 6 Bathrick

 apparatus for the determination and control of all social needs soon
 relegated the legacy of the Paris commune to the realm of communist
 utopia. What emerged already in the 1920s in the Soviet Union was a public
 sphere with the following characteristics:

 1. The elimination of any legal opposition as having "no objective political
 or social base" and the complete control of information within the hierarchi-
 cal structure of the Party.

 2. The transformation of all public organs of communication into instru-
 ments of education and symbolic representation for a postulated public
 proletarian will and subject.
 3. The transformation of Marxism from a theory of critical self-reflection
 into a science of legitimation for the industrialization of the Soviet economy.

 While the Soviet model has been taken over intact by most of the existing
 Socialist societies in Eastern Europe, its function and development have
 differed in accordance with the national, geo-political and historical
 realities. In the case of East Germany, both its geographical location on the
 periphery of the Soviet block as well as its constant confrontation with one of
 the most powerful economic forces in the capitalist world, West Germany,
 has clearly had its effect upon the formation of opinion and dissent. The fact
 alone that most of the populace has access to Western radio and TV and that
 even with the wall, GDR borders are virtually helpless in preventing the
 infiltration of Western publications, distinguishes the GDR from the Soviet
 Union. The formation in the USSR of Samizdat as a second sub-public
 sphere had as one of its impelling motivations the need to create a communi-
 cations and information network among an intelligentsia as isolated from its
 own populace as it was from the outside world. Since the trial of Sinyavsky
 and Daniel in 1966, the Soviet dissidents have come to represent a "nation
 within a nation," an isolated group completely at odds with the system they
 are opposing. Consider the following quote from Alexander Solzhenitsyn:
 "For a country to have a great writer is like having another government.
 That's why no regime has ever loved great writers, only minor ones."7
 Certainly Solzhenitsyn's own development since A Day in the Life of Ivan
 Denisovich must in part be explained by his second isolation in the
 archipelago of political dissent, which cut asunder from the body politic saw
 its primary function as a restorative and corrective to the distortions of
 official history and Soviet self-image.

 In the GDR the development of opposition has taken another course.
 While some authors have resorted to publication in the West, this for the
 most part has been with official sanction and with an eye to eventual
 publication at home. It is also fair to say that many of the most important
 manifestos of "opposition" have appeared in official publications or have
 been written with hopes of being published. Wolfgang Harich, who

 7. Quoted in Abraham Rothberg, The Heirs of Stalin (Ithaca and London, 1972), p. 349.
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 The Politics of Culture 7

 eventually did go underground prior to his arrest and incarceration in 1956,
 began his deliberations on an alternative Marxism with a re-evaluation of
 Hegel published in Deutsche Zeitschrift fir Philosophie. Robert Havemann's
 early statements concerning freedom of expression appeared in Neues
 Deutschland and even his Dialektik ohne Dogma was first presented in
 public lectures at the Humboldt University. The literary writers Christa
 Wolf, Stefan Heym, Volker Braun and Heiner Miiller have all eventually
 had some or all of their works published or at least continue to function
 publicly within the body politic. The point here is not that there is more
 tolerance in the GDR - in fact, there may well be considerably less. Yet for
 reasons of its own history and because it has remained public, oppositional
 literature in the GDR is not comparable to the kinds of dissent that have
 developed in other East Block countries. The scope of dissension here has
 remained much more limited within the legitimacy framework of official
 Marxist-Leninism. While this has clearly led to the impoverishment of
 theoretical and artistic achievement and to restriction, it has also opened up
 new trajectories within Marxism itself as I shall show with the case of Bahro.

 Again comparison with the Soviet Union is helpful. Wolfgang Leonhard
 has located three ideological-political frameworks within what he has called
 "inner Soviet opposition"8: the liberal-socialist reformers, who are for the
 most part non-Marxist or anti-Marxist, call for reform on the basis of
 existing Soviet institutions; a reinstatement of freedoms of speech, assembly
 and organization; and the establishment of a multi-party system. Ideologi-
 cally they feel allied with the Social Democrats in the West and hold to some
 variation of convergence theory. He calls a second group the religious-
 ethical reformers. This orientation is not only anti-socialist but anti-
 capitalist as well, looking to a return to pre-industrial modes of production, a
 revitalization of spiritual values and a political monarchy. Thirdly, there is
 the Marxist tradition as represented by Iwan Djuba and the historian Roy
 Medwedjew. Staunchly anti-Stalinist, they draw their political authority
 from the October Revolution and the Lenin period and call for a reform of
 the party and co-determination for the workers. Only the last of the three
 categories delineated by Leonhard has any relevance to the GDR. There has
 been no sustained civil rights movement of any kind.9 While the church has
 provided a basis for institutional and individual resistance to the encroach-
 ments of state authority, its "historic compromise" with the SED has
 prevented attempts to spearhead a fundamental ideological or political
 alternative to the prevailing system.10 Finally, the size of the country and

 8. Wolfgang Leonhard, Am Vorabend einer neuen Revolution (Munich, 1975), pp. 126-136.
 9. The efforts, for example, of the physician Karl-Heinz Nitschke of Ries to organize an

 appeal to the United Nations and other human rights groups in the West for the right to
 emigrate must be seen as an isolated act rather than a large-scale coordinated movement.
 10. The extremely positive reception - "with beat band and long haired youth" - given Wolf

 Biermann in the Nicolai Church in Prenzlau shortly before his expulsion certainly hinted at the
 potential of the church as a locus of youthful resistance and also probably contributed to the
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 8 Bathrick

 thoroughness of surveillance have seriously curtailed the possibilities for
 any sustained development of an underground comparable to Samizdat in
 the Soviet Union.11

 When talking about opposition in the GDR then, we are limiting our-
 selves for the most part to a prescribed group within the intelligentsia; more
 specifically, to controversies and individuals within the culture and legiti-
 macy producing sectors of social reproduction. Robert Havemann, Rudolf
 Bahro, Heiner Miiller, Christa Wolf, Wolf Biermann, Jirgen Fuchs were at
 one point all trained and sanctioned members of a political elite functioning
 within the broader reaches of cultural policy. The fact that their impact is
 such that it is, says in fact much about the functioning of the system as a
 whole. It is clear that the absence of consumer legitimacy as a form of system
 integration in a society totally vulnerable to the media manipulation of the
 Federal Republic has necessitated highly elaborated forms of political and
 cultural legitimation as means of compensation. In point of fact, it is
 precisely the imposition from above of an "ideological political economy" 12
 subordinating all social and political needs to the goal-rational planning
 objectives of the state party apparatus which marks these societies as
 "systems of dictatorships over needs." "These societies are ideological
 societies," says Feher, not simply because they draw on Marxist theory as
 false consciousness to mystify social relationships, but, at a deeper level,
 because the "perverted" radical principles of their political economy (labor
 power as the sole defining principle of one's relation to society; all social
 needs expressed and defined by central planning; etc.) are constitutive struc-
 turally of the system itself.13 In this way we may understand culture and
 ideology as central for the reproduction of the social system as a whole. Such
 an analysis also explains the ultimately subversive nature of an intelligentsia
 which turns the radical tradition of Marxism back upon the system it would
 legitimate. It is this turning back upon itself of Marxism which we call the
 dialectics of legitimation. 14

 In focusing upon the intelligentsia we do not wish to ignore oppositional
 developments in other sectors of the society or to suggest that such political-
 social activities have not been significant for the intelligentsia. What must be
 emphasized, however, is that intellectual dissidents have not succeeded in
 linking their cause to a broader cultural identity within the body politic as a
 whole. Whereas in Czechoslovakia, Poland and Hungary oppositional

 decision to deny Biermann his return to the country. See Biermann's letter to his mother, "Es
 gibt ein Leben vor dem Tod," Der Spiegel 39 (1976) for an account of this experience.
 11. The recent publication in the West of the underground writings of the Jena group (Michael
 Sallmann, Thomas Auerbach, Bernd Markowsky, Wolfgang Hinkeldey, etc.) does not belie
 the fact that these groups remain isolated phenomena and, as is the case with the Jena group,
 are often forced to leave as soon as they go public in any way. See DDR-konkret. Geschichten
 und Berichte aus einem real existierenden Land (Berlin, 1978).
 12. Ferenc Feher, "The Dictatorship over Needs," Telos 35 (Spring, 1978), 31-42.
 13. Ibid., 32.
 14. See my "The Dialectics of Legitimation," New German Critique 2 (Spring, 1974), 90-103.
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 The Politics of Culture 9

 developments have drawn on national socio-economic traditions to expand
 their political and ideological resistance to Soviet forms of political domina-
 tion,15 this has not occurred. There are two historical reasons which might
 explain this. Firstly, the demonization of nationalist values during the Third
 Reich together with the physical annihilation through the war of indigenous
 national-ethnic identities both in the communist party and within the
 broader reaches of proletarian life forms (uprooting because of war,
 destruction of working class neighborhoods, the cooptation of working class
 cultural forms through Arbeitsfront, etc.) had profound effects upon the
 formation of such identity within a progressive proletarian populace. But
 even more significant as a deterrent to nationalism as a source for dissidence
 was the deployment of national cultural heritage by the SED in their struggle
 to counter the legitimacy claims (Alleinvertretungsanmassung) of the
 Federal Republic. The constant emphasis upon "our socialist Fatherland"
 (unser sozialistisches Vaterland) as the natural heir to both the progressive
 bourgeois culture of German Classicism as well as the emergent revolu-
 tionary proletarian culture of the Weimar 20s ran directly and manifestly
 counter to the systematic elimination by the Soviet sponsored Ulbricht
 group of a separate German road to socialism. The end result has been the
 absence of any broader alternative cultural identity from which to forge
 oppositional alliance.

 What should be clear then is that when talking about dissidence we are
 defining a mode of discourse prescribed within a theoretical apparatus
 officially referred to as revisionism. While limited as an analytical cate-
 gory,16 it does separate those groups which are ideologically and politically
 at odds with a system from those who would transform it on its own grounds.
 What I am going to trace now might better be characterized as the attempt to
 recapture a political theory which is at once critical and self-transforming;
 which functions not as a tool of self acclamation in the name of a corrupted

 positivist social science but one which seeks a dialectical understanding of
 the "concrete totality." While dialectical Marxism has surely taken its
 severest beating in the GDR, there is a line of development from Ernst
 Bloch through Rudolf Bahro which suggests that the tradition is not
 completely dead. It is this tradition which I shall designate as the tradition of
 real dissent.

 15. See Andrew Arato, "Understanding Bureaucratic Centralism," Telos 35 (Spring, 1978),
 73-87 for a discussion of national tradition within the Stalinist system as the "terrain of ... con-
 frontation of statist pressure and cultural submission or resistance." (77)
 16. The complete lack of any unanimity on the meaning of this category among Western

 scholars is particularly in evidence in the locus classicus collection of essays entitled Revisionism
 - Essays on the History of Marxist Ideas, ed. Leopold Labedz (London, 1962).
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 10 Bathrick

 II. Robert Havemann and the 1950s*

 There is no figure living in the GDR today with a more consistent record
 of resistance to state authority than the physicist Robert Havemann.
 Himself imprisoned for Nazi activities in the KPD cell during the Third
 Reich, Havemann has drawn on the legitimacy of his anti-fascist past to
 wage struggle for what he has called a more democratic Socialism. In point
 of fact, that struggle has put him on both sides of the barricades and both
 sides of the dialectic. In 1953, he was one of the first and only members of the
 SED intelligentsia literally to risk his life by facing the wrath of GDR
 workers when he went into the streets with a bullhorn to defend the party
 cause. Following the Twentieth Party Congress, he stood alone before his
 colleagues at the Humboldt University and in the presence of Ulbricht to call
 for the beginning of de-Stalinization at home and world revolution abroad.
 Only Ulbricht's personal intervention17 saved him his position. Although
 his lectures on the dialectic in 1964 brought him ostracism, censure, expul-
 sion from the party and the academy of sciences and finally Berufsverbot, he
 has always been adament in his defense of the GDR as a socialist country
 and as the only real alternative on German soil. But if his political behavior
 has tread the thin line between inside and outside, his writings are equally
 ambivalent. More than one critic has asked whether his thought represented
 enlightened dogma or a philosophy of freedom.18 But the question it seems
 to me is not whether Havemann is or is not an "institutional revisionist" - in

 one sense, any of the oppositional intelligentsia who continue to publish
 there are caught in apologetics and contradictions and to some degree would
 fit into that category. More important for me at this point is why and how
 Havemann is representative of a particular historical period in the GDR -
 the decade prior to NOP; what dimensions of his thought offer a challenge
 and transformation and where does he conform.

 The publication in the West of Dialectics without Dogma in 1964 was
 really the culmination of a theoretical project which began in 1952 with his
 reviews of Engels' The Dialectics of Nature19 and his vigorous repudiation in

 Deutsche Zeitschrift fiir Philosophie of party ideologue Victor Stern's
 critique of Einsteinian physics. An initial central concern in most of Have-

 * The following discussions focus on a few exemplary figures from the different periods and
 are not intended as all-conclusive treatments of opposition in the GDR. For the period up to
 1964 see Martin Jinicke, Der dritte Weg. Die antistalinistische Opposition gegen Ulbricht seit
 1953 (K61n, 1964).
 17. Havemann discusses this experience in detail in Fragen Antworten Fragen (Munich, 1973);
 English title An Alienated Man (London, 1973).
 18. Peter Christian Ludz, "Freiheitsphilosophie oder aufgeklarter Dogmatismus? Politische

 Elemente im Denken Robert Havemanns," in: Der Revisionismus, ed. Leopold Labedz
 (Cologne and Berlin, 1965), pp. 424ff. This collection is slightly different from the English one
 cited above.

 19. "Dialektik der Natur - Zum Erscheinen der ersten vollstindigen deutschen Ausgabe des
 genialen Werkes von Friedrich Engels," Einheit 9 (1952), 842-855.
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 The Politics of Culture 11

 mann's serious analysis was to free the empirical sciences from the
 increasing constraints and encroachments visited upon them by Marxist-
 Leninism. The canonization of Lysenko and the assaults upon "bourgeois
 Einsteinism"in 1948 marked an increase of state ideological intervention
 into the sciences which was to have serious repercussions for key areas of
 production throughout the East Block economies.20 This campaign against
 "cosmopolitanism," as ideological coexistence came to be called, was parti-
 cularly intense in the GDR, and Havemann's defense of Einstein was
 directed above all to excluding the sciences from inclusion in this category.
 Thus rather than any fundamental resistance to state authority, Havemann's
 early work can be seen as a theoretical correlative to the changing demands
 of production within that economy from 1952 to the end of the decade. The
 struggle against dogma was the other side of the development of an economy
 absolutely reliant upon the most refined technologies for its very existence.

 Havemann's theoretical arguments as well as their political implications
 are in fact very parallel to those of the mechanists in their struggle against the
 "philosophers" during the founding years of the Soviet Union.21 Both
 Havemann and the mechanists attack the "metaphysics" and "idealism" of a
 macro-dialectic divorced from the insights of positivist science. Yet in their
 efforts to weld the dialectic to empiricism in order to liberate theory from its
 codification as "Weltanschauung" both also unwittingly prepare the intern-
 ment of that theory in a new orthodoxy of productivist, scientistic Marxism.

 Robert Havemann's attack on dogmatism in the early 1950s held one
 basic postulate which he repeated throughout his work. "In every valid
 science," he said in an article which appeared in Neues Deutschland, "all
 knowledge is itself dialectical and materialist, whether the individual

 sciences are conscious of that or not.'"22 Any attempt to develop a separate
 philosophy or theory of dialectics outside of a discipline and without a
 specific object of discourse will only lead to a kind of dogmatism which
 codifies the abstractions of a Lysenko or vilifies the "empiricism" of an
 Einstein. And finally, "because we view reality as primary, as the content

 which creates the forms of our consciousness, dogmatism is alien to us.'"23
 The political implications of these statements are both immediate and

 long term. Beyond its firm call for freedom of inquiry and expression and the
 use of argument rather than brute force, Havemann develops what amounts
 to the first systematic critique of dogmatism at a time when it was not
 opportune to do so. The fact that his defense of Einstein occurs three

 20. The aesopian debates within the scientific community of the Soviet Union are treated
 extensively if somewhat naively and uncritically in Loren R. Graham's Science and Philosophy
 in the Soviet Union (New York, 1966). For an attempted Marxist critique of Lysenko, see
 Dominique Lecourt, Proletarian Science? The Case of Lysenko (London, 1977).
 21. See David Joravsky, Soviet Marxism and Natural Science (London, 1961).
 22. Havemann, "Meinungsstreit fordert die Wissenschaften," reprinted in: Havemann,
 Riickantworten an die Hauptverwaltung "Ewige Wahrheiten" (Munich, 1971), p. 22.
 23. Ibid., p. 24.
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 years before the Twentieth Party Congress, prior even to Stalin's death, is as
 significant politically as the language and conceptual persona in which it is
 expressed. Havemann and his colleague Hernek ridicule the sophistry,
 idealism and voluntarism of party ideologues who lack the competence to
 even understand Einsteinian physics, much less discuss it. "Victor Stern is
 like the philosophers of whom Donan once said, 'they sit in their chairs,
 bring systems into their prejudices and then demand that the world behave
 accordingly!"',24 In Havemann the party confronted a brilliant natural
 scientist who was as skilled as they were at using the basic texts of Marxism as
 a final authority. His recourse to Engels' Dialectics of Nature as a means to
 attack dogmatism is a case in point. The grotesque distortions and sclerosis
 of Marxist theory in the sciences, Havemann tells us, stem from the
 separation of philosophy from empirical investigation: the creation of a
 methodological Weltanschauung uninformed by the reality upon which it
 reflects. Engels' fusion of the Hegelian dialectic with a theory of science
 overcomes that split by positing the dialectical processes of logical thought
 (universal movement of contradictions; movement of quantity to quality;
 the processes of quasi-automatic transformation) as IMMANENT to matter
 itself, thus establishing a direct tie between nature, society and the laws of
 both reflected in the heads of human beings. As a scientist, then, faithfully

 discovering the laws of the universe, Einstein is a dialectician malgred lui,
 despite the ideological implications of the relativity theory and despite the
 fact that Einstein was influenced in his work by the "idealist" Ernst Mach.

 While Havemann's defense of scientific practice effectively countered
 the "sophistry" of his Stalinist colleagues, the introduction of Engels as the
 basis for a non-dogmatic, revitalized dialectic was a trojan horse. While
 permitting him to cut through the abstractions of second nature Marxism, it
 reconstituted on a methodological level the groundwork for the very
 orthodoxy it believed to refute. Havemann's reduction of the dialectic to an
 inexorable objective process equally valid for nature and history reinstates
 the primacy of matter over mind and posits the historical process itself as an
 automatic25 unfolding of subjectless history. "The dialectical logic is the
 logic which resides in things, which we can only discover in things, in reality
 but not in our heads. "26 By locating "the dialectical logic" outside of the will
 of men and ontologizing the "socialist dynamic" of production as a demi-
 urge to the future, Havemann implicitly affirms the very process he would
 critique. While critical of state bureaucracy, Stalinist excess, the alienation
 of everyday life and the sclerosis of critical thought, his Marxism necessarily
 and logically leaves unquestioned the technological-economic infrastructure

 24. Havemann, "Uber philosophische Probleme der Physik," Deutsche Zeitschrift fur Philo-
 sophie 3 (1954), 681.
 25. For an excellent discussion of "scientific Marxism" see Russel Jacoby's "Towards a
 Critique of Automatic Marxism," Telos 10 (Winter, 1971), 119-146.
 26. Ernst Fischer, "Kafka Konferenz," in Franz Kafka: Aus Prager Sicht (Prague, 1966), p. 159.
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 The Politics of Culture 13

 on which it was built and upon which it rests. Havemann's Dialectics without
 Dogma is in reality a dialectic without negation, wrapped and bound in
 syllogism. The GDR is socialist; socialist production leads to communism;
 Marxism is a midwife in the discovery of that process, etc.

 To return now to the problem of dissent. What should be emphasized is
 that there is a distinction to be made between confronting the inequities of
 life under Stalinism and developing a methodology for exploring its root
 causes. The fact that Havemann's objectivistic Marxism is blind to the latter
 task does not in the least detract from the subjective integrity of his own
 persona as a focal point of moral resistance. In making this distinction it also
 helps us understand the extent to which other so-called revisionists from
 within the framework of theoretical Marxism remain irrevocably bound to
 the apologetics of an older dialectic.

 II. Alienation and the 1960s

 The question of the dialectic is particularly relevant to the alienation
 debate which raged throughout the East Block in the 1960s, and which
 reached its zenith at the Kafka Conference of 1963 in Liblice, Czechoslo-
 vakia. Ernst Fischer's electrifying speech summarized quintessentially a
 thesis that had already become a commonplace among a cadre of critical
 young Marxists from Poland, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and Hungary -
 namely that the appropriation of private property and the socialization of
 factories was only a pre-condition, not the condition for the end of aliena-
 tion.26 This was of course heresy, and it was not surprising that in the
 absence of Soviet representation it was the GDR delegation which perforce
 became the defenders of orthodoxy. Their arguments defined the para-
 meters of revisionist and non-revisionist positions alike in the GDR. In the
 words of Manfred Buhr in the Philosophisches Worterbuch, "alienation is
 eliminated only with the socialist revolution and the dictatorship of the
 proletariat in the process of building a socialist society."27 Thus where other
 East Block Marxists such as Kolakowski in Poland, Karel Kosik of Czecho-
 slovakia and the Praxis group in Yugoslavia return to the early Marx and a
 Hegelianized dialectic as a means of breaking through positivist Marxism to
 critique the roots of bureaucracy and posit a subject as the active agent in
 social change, even the most unorthodox of the GDR theoreticians cling
 essentially to Engelized objectivism. If there is alienation under socialism,
 we are told by Wolfgang Heise, the most recalcitrant and original of the
 philosophical deviants, then it is due principally to birthmarks of the former
 society in the form of bureaucracy, "attitudes of strangeness vis-a-vis the
 state" or "exclusion of individuals from the conscious formation of the

 27. Manfred Buhr, "Entfremdung," in: Philosophisches Worterbuch, ed. Georg Klaus and
 Manfred Buhr (Leipzig, 1964).
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 overall social process."28 Thus where Heise concedes there is alienation,
 looking to the early Marx and even the subject-object dialectic in Hegel, like
 Havemann, he excludes from his analysis the socio-economic order which is
 its condition. In an article entitled "Alienation and its Overcoming" Heise
 makes the following comments: "The dictatorship of the proletariat is the
 domination of human over humans, it is at the same time an absolutely
 necessary instrument through which its organizational-economic and cultural-
 educative function realizes and develops itself during which time its repres-
 sive function actually withers away."29 "Socialism and communism are by

 their very nature an Aufhebung of alienation.'"30
 It is this kind of tautological nightmare which helps explain why it was the

 cultural realm and not official theory which became the locus for ideological
 dissent, particularly in the 1960s. For as much as the creation of art under the
 rubric of socialist realism had itself become a tool in the hands of the

 "engineers of the soul," there is also a subversive side to the centrality of art
 in the State socialist apparatus. As Bukharin, A. Tolstoy and others
 repeatedly emphasized, art is not simply scientific theory; its communicative
 and epistemological processes cannot be reduced or simply equated to philo-
 sophical or discursive argumentation. Those cultural theorists who look to
 literature as a cognitive instrument for the enlightenment of something
 "other" fail to grasp the fact that formal literary representations, precisely in
 their being able to challenge perceptual "horizons of expectancy" open up
 areas of knowing and seeing beyond and even at odds with the content of
 literary discourse.

 In point of fact, it is the problem of cognition which really underlies the
 opposing positions of Socialist Realism as they have emerged from within
 the Marxist and Socialist traditions. For what distinguishes Brechtian
 from Lukacsian aesthetics, to use one debate as an example, are not just
 incompatible notions of literary technique or contrasting views of the func-
 tion of art, but rather fundamental differences at the level of epistemology.
 The Lukicsian concept of aesthetic totality is unsympathetic to specifically
 artistic modes of perception precisely where it most faithfully adheres to the
 Hegelian bias that philosophy is the highest form of knowledge and art its
 mediation. Thus for this school of thought realistic (i.e., good, progressive,
 etc.) literature is perforce referential; the bearer of a pre-formulated philo-
 sophical message. The Brechtian-formalist challenge to this locates in the
 practice of de-familiarization a notion of art as the renewal of perception, as
 a "way of restoring conscious experience, of breaking through deadening
 and mechanical habits."31 For them literary epistemology is not the

 28. Wolfgang Heise, Forum 23 (1963). Cited in Peter Christian Ludz, The Changing Party
 Elite in East Germany (Cambridge, 1972), p. 342.

 29. Heise, "Uber die Entfremdung und ihre Uberwindung," Deutsche Zeitschriftfiir Philoso-
 phie 6 (1965), 702.
 30. Ibid., 699.

 31. Fredric Jameson, The Prison-House of Language (Princeton, 1972), p. 51.
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 The Politics of Culture 15

 reflected "content of knowledge" but rather a critical reorganization of one
 kind of experience.

 With this latter view of aesthetic cognition we may more readily under-
 stand why works of literature are often "unreliable" as vehicles of enlighten-
 ment, since even attempts to establish one way, binding models of communi-
 cation must necessarily draw upon forms of representation which do not
 always translate into the ideological codifications for which they were
 intended. In point of fact, efforts to have them do so have historically often
 ended in interpretive disagreement. And it is precisely because of this
 continued space of interpretive uncertainty that the center of interest and
 conflict within the ideological sphere of state socialist societies has shifted
 from philosophy to culture. As Marcuse has convincingly demonstrated, the
 establishment of Soviet Marxism as a descriptive rather than analytical
 science has eliminated Marxism "as a danger zone of philosophical trans-
 cendence."32 That art and literature should have moved to fill this void as
 potential zones of transcendence in the 1960s is an important historical event
 necessary to understanding the dialectical function of literature in the
 Socialist block. Imbedded within the battles around expressionism, Kafka
 or literary modernism in general are often fundamental issues concerning
 the maintenance or change of the status quo.

 The function of literature as a mode of immanent political opposition is
 particularly significant for the GDR where theory has so lamentably
 foundered as a radical mode of discourse and, conversely, where creative
 artists have remained within a Marxist framework. Indeed, unlike the Soviet
 Union, every major literary dissenter has posed a threat precisely because
 the questions raised are at once within and yet subversive of the official mode
 of discourse. The cases of insider Christa Wolf and outsider Wolf Biermann

 may serve as examples. With Christa Wolf we have an intellectual who was
 trained at the university of Leipzig as a Germanist, served as a reader for a
 major publishing house and at one point in her career was a candidate for the
 Central Committee. While it is true that she was probably influenced by such
 dissident professors as Ernst Bloch and Hans Mayer, her two highly auto-
 biographical novels, The Divided Heaven (1963) and The Quest for Christa T.
 (1968) were both controversial not merely as documents of explicitly ideolo-
 gical deviation but also because as fictional works of modernism the episte-
 mological premises of their narrative point of view suggest a radical degree
 of individual estrangement. In the earlier work, we actually have a very
 affirmative portrayal of a woman who is converted to socialism and the
 GDR through her work in a factory brigade and who subsequently refuses to
 follow her lover to the West immediately prior to the building of the wall.
 Yet one of the major "problems" with the novel lay in its subjectivistic
 Joycean stream of consciousness, which presented the events it portrayed in
 fragmented individualized flashbacks and not the "objective" view of

 32. Herbert Marcuse, Soviet Marxism (New York, 1961), p. 112.
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 socialist reality. The Party rightly feared the implications of an individual
 narrative voice uncorrected by the necessity and prefabricated articulation
 of socialist history.

 Offical concern becomes particularly evident in the critical discussions
 around Wolf's depiction of divided Germany and Rita's lover Manfred who
 has defected to the West due to maltreatment by his superiors. At the
 level of "content" narration, Manfred is clearly repudiated: presented as the
 pathological product of a cryptofascist upbringing, he is a man whose egois-
 tic and cynical world view clearly makes him unfit for life in the new society.
 But the real "story" is not simply at the level of positive (Rita as the naive,
 growing member of the younger generation) or negative (Manfred, the
 cynical, disillusioned dropout) character portrayal, but in the schizophrenic
 view of a crisis presented to us through the perspective of a woman suffering
 from a severe nervous breakdown. Rita's fragmented reconstruction of the
 events from a sanatorium hospital bed underline her own difficulties at
 rationalizing her decision to stay and implicitly invert meanings and read
 against the text. Her doubt and attempts to repress it split the view of
 Manfred and suggest in the silences of the text an untold tale. No one under-
 stood this better than Erik Neutsch, who criticized the novel's subjective
 narrative style for "failing to make visible the leading role of the Marxist-
 Leninist Party for the building of socialism,"33 i.e., for failing to root its
 epistemology in an objective narrative. The party and the proletariat are of
 course both highly "visible" throughout the work - but not as the
 omniscient narrative subjects of socialist truth.

 What in The Divided Heaven was only thematized narratively becomes a
 fundamental point of criticism in Wolf's second novel appearing in 1968. The
 Quest for Christa Tis the search for a subjectivity which has been obliterated
 not only by culpable party bureaucrats but in the whole set of instrumental
 values residing at the heart of GDR productivism. Most importantly, Wolf
 draws the link between objective and subjective alienation at the level of
 narrative relationship. The search by the narrator for the person Christa T
 and Christa's own quest to "become herself' cross points in an implicitly
 acknowledged inadequacy of orthodox Marxism as social theory and as
 mode of perception. The narrator cannot "find" Christa T for much the
 same reason that Christa T has been forced to the periphery of society in
 order to "dig herself out." Both figures, narrator and narrated, are driven

 almost ,to silence. The oppressive nature of a social system geared and dominated by the perverted values of instrumental rationality has its most
 devastating effect in the loss of a language to even represent the crisis. "She
 was afraid of the imprecision and ineptness of words. She knew that they do
 harm, the insidious harm of bypassing life, which she feared almost more
 than the great catastrophes.''34 The importance of Christa Wolf in the GDR

 33. In: Der geteilte Himmel und seine Kritiker, ed. Martin Reso (Halle, 1965), p. 101.
 34. Christa Wolf, The Questfor Christa T., trans. Christopher Middleton (New York, 1970), p. 171.
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 The Politics of Culture 17

 is that she is the first to thematize the crisis of reification and subjectivity as a
 crisis of epistemology, while at the same time representing poetic discourse
 as a means to overcome it. "There had always been this longing of hers, her
 particular Sehnsucht. Sehnsucht comes from sehen, to see, and Sucht,
 craving. The craving to see, and this was her discovery accorded with actual
 things in a simple and irrefutable way."35

 Wolf Biermann is paradoxically more inside and more outside than
 Christa Wolf. As has been noted by his friend Rudi Dutschke, Biermann's
 Marxism, regardless of its pot pourri of Luxemburgian spontaneity and new
 left jargon demonstrates at the categorial level a notable reverence for the
 basic premises of orthodoxy - the party and the state.36 While this is indeed
 true, Dutschke is also aware of the extent to which Biermann's lyric persona
 is itself a repudiation of the strictures of orthodoxy, for its rude and recalci-
 trant tone often expresses itself between the lines; in the gestures rather than
 the text of language. Unlike Giinter Kunert, Karl Mickel, Sarah Kirsch,
 Christa Wolf, Heiner Miiller or any of the "modernists" in the GDR,
 Biermann's style is not that of the avant-garde. His syntactical and cognitive
 patterns are conventionally representational, indeed, draw their power
 from a proximity to everyday language. But it is the libidinous and
 thoroughly sacrosanct lyric "I" organizing and permeating this discourse
 which cuts back across the grain to cause disruption. Biermann's difficulties
 stemmed not only from the explicit message of his music, but also from the
 simultaneous statement and inversion of message in the posture of language.
 An example of this is the prologue written for Fred Beyer's 1965 film version
 of Erik Neutsch's novel Spur der Steine.

 Here's a DEFA-film for you to view!
 So stay in your seats, such fortunes are few!
 Frank Beyer is the director of the movie,
 Which concerns the Party's secretary,
 And the morale of the working,
 The pub-boozing and shirking,
 And young love in May
 With tears on the way;
 The disciplined Party enclosure,
 With its bare-assed exposure,
 In Plan-discussions engages
 With heavy-duty wages.

 With lies in a fugue,
 With Manne Krug*
 As construction brigadier,

 35. Ibid., p. 88.
 36. Rudi Dutschke, "Offener Brief an Wolf," in: Wolf Biermann: Liedermacher und Sozialist,
 ed. Thomas Rothschild (Reinbek, 1976), pp. 71ff. See also the review of the above book by
 Jack Zipes, New German Critique 10 (Winter, 1977), 191-198.
 * Manfred Krug, the East German actor
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 He drinks barrels of beer.

 A People's policeman
 Sails right in the shit-pan;
 A bureaucrat, a red-tapist,
 Hurts the State, and its status.

 An anarchist

 Becomes communist!

 A beautiful dame

 Is made ill of fame;
 She bears young child
 The rumors go wild.
 A man cracks in two

 In all this to do.

 A marriage on the rocks
 We show all hard knocks.

 There's no lying here! Nor distortion; that's clear!
 There's nothing here stylish; no glossy polish!
 Here, life is coarse and open to view,
 Its crazy and true, crazy and true!37

 The circus caller "I" of the poem presents on one level all the arguments in
 favor of the film that had once brought praise from the Party for the contro-
 versial book:38 realistic representations of living people; the dialectic of
 history from the chaotic (anarchistic) personages and conditions of the
 "Aufbaujahre"; and finally, candid, unschematic portrayal of the failures

 37. Wolf Biermann, Fiir meine Genossen (Berlin, 1972), p. 25, trans. by Scott Thompson.
 Sie sehen hier ein DEFA-Stiick!
 Bleiben Sie sitzen, Sie haben Gluick!
 Frank Beyer ist der Regisseur
 das Ding handelt vom Parteisekretir
 Und Arbeitsmoral
 und Suff im Lokal
 Und Liebe im Mai

 Mit Trinen dabei
 Parteidisziplin
 Mit Nackend-Ausziehen
 Mit Plandiskussion

 Und Hochleistungslohn

 Mit Lug und Betrug
 Mit Manne Krug
 Als Baubrigadier
 Kilbelt er Bier

 Ein Volkspolizist
 Fliegt in den Mist
 Ein Bilrokrat
 Schadet dem Staat

 Ein Anarchist
 Wird Kommunist!
 'ne sch6ne Frau
 Macht man zur Sau

 Sie kriegt ein Kind
 Man kriegt davon Wind
 Ein Mann geht kaputt
 In all dem Schutt
 'ne Ehe zerbricht
 Gekittet wird nicht!

 Hier ist nichts gelogen! Nichts grad gebogen!
 Hier wird nix frisiert und blank poliert!
 Hier ist das Leben krass und klar
 Verriickt und wahr, Verriuckt und wahr!

 38. An example of such a review is Max Walter Schulz's "Spur der Steine - Eine Betrachtung,"
 in: Kritik in der Zeit, ed. Klaus Jarmatz (Halle, 1969), pp. 621-631.
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 and problems of struggle. But Biermann goes too far - not in what he says
 but in the way he says it, the way he sees and does not see. The raw contra-
 dictions thrown at us by the voice of a folk singer include a level of satire and
 double entendre which are a part of this voice's history as an artistic form.
 While it originated within the 15th-century folk tradition, Goethe, Biichner
 and Brecht all appreciated the value of the knittelvers to cross associate and
 invert patterns of meaning within and between lines in order to deflate the
 mendacity of high culture and false discourse. In Biermann's prologue,
 there is something unmediated, unsorted, unabashed in its tone. Yet at the
 same time it knows more than it is letting on. The short final statement
 "There's no lying here" suggests that somewhere else there is and refuses to
 explain apologetically why. Thus Biermann's objectivisation of self into a
 circus caller is, finally, too subjective (anarchistic, etc.) for it is located
 outside of and is immune to official corrective. And as he says in a later
 footnote to the poem: "Following the 11th Plenum of the Central Committee
 of the SED in 1965 first the film was cleansed of this poem and shortly
 thereafter the GDR of the film."39

 In the works of Christa Wolf and Wolf Biermann we find two very differ-
 ent fictional traditions being tapped to interrogate and finally invert
 established modes of socialist communication. The fact that the most

 meaningful opposition emerges from the lyric and modernist traditions says
 as much about the continued potential from within the realm of symbolic
 interaction (Habermas) to subvert coercive organizations of public meaning
 as it does about the need to make an instrumentally rationalized Marxism
 the object of that subversion. The insistence in both writers upon a poetic
 self that knows, sees and represents according to the dictates of its own
 experience demonstrates a radical conceptual framework denied within the
 lingua franca of DIAMAT.

 IV. Rudolf Bahro and the 1970s

 Whereas the course of opposition in the GDR has witnessed the
 impoverishment of critical potential within the premises of scientific
 Marxism and its subsequent emergence from out of the domain of communi-
 cative interaction, Rudolf Bahro's Alternative attempts to restore to
 Marxism itself a revolutionary cutting edge. It is in this sense that he
 conceives of his book as a critique - not only of the social conditions of
 "really existing socialist societies," but of the theory which has evolved
 historically to help keep them in power. And this is Bahro's most important
 political achievement. Where other Marxist critiques of Stalinism begin
 subsequent to the October Revolution with the deformation of socialism as
 viewed from the narrative of historical materialism,40 Bahro subjects that

 39. Biermann, op. cit., p. 25.
 40. For a critique of such theories see Antonio Carlo, "The Socio-Economic Nature of the
 USSR," Telos 21 (Fall, 1974), 2-86.
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 very methodological starting point to critical scrutiny. The transformation of
 Marxism from critique to a science of legitimation, he argues, begins with
 the legacy of Hegel and not with Soviet bureaucracy. It was Hegel of the
 Phenomenology who bequeathed to Marxism the inextricable linking of
 logical and historical categories and it was a thus tautologized Marxism
 which necessarily explains its own history as a self-fulfilling prophecy. By
 thus uncoupling the logic of critical discourse from the logic and history of
 the process it would explain, Bahro historicizes Marx's own technological
 optimism as a product of 19th-century Enlightenment Europe and frees
 himself to explore what others accept as given. The result of these explora-
 tions is a systematic explosion of socialist myth. Let me adumbrate its major
 arguments:

 1. The Soviet system is not socialism but a non-capitalist bureaucratic
 structure created for the task of industrialization and based on an asiatic

 mode of production with its pre-history in bureaucratic despotism. Hence it
 cannot be understood merely as a deformation of the socialist superstruc-
 ture; or as resulting from underdeveloped forces of production; or in the
 light of capitalist forms of distribution, but must be analyzed at the level of
 its labor processes.

 2. Marx and Engels underestimated the intransigence and fundamental
 character of the division of labor. The prevailing mode of political and social
 domination in real existing socialist societies is rooted in the vertical struc-
 tures of work and the corresponding forms of consciousness which
 materially characterize and organize them. Since it is the "absorption" of
 mental labor into the hierarchy which is crucial for maintaining and repro-
 ducing the system, it is conversely the production of "surplus" (iiberschiissiges)
 consciousness which will blow it apart.

 3. Marx and Engels also profoundly misunderstood the nature of the
 modem state. It is not epiphenomonal to society; nor will it wither away; nor
 is it a means for social welfare and political articulation. Rather it is an
 apparatus with its own hierarchy and set of institutional interests, ruling and
 dominating the rest of society and in "tendentially antagonistic relationship
 to the immediate producers."

 4. Finally, the Marxist-Leninist Party is obsolete as a form of political
 articulation and must be replaced by a "Bund der Kommunisten" and trans-
 formed by a total cultural revolution aimed at every form of existing
 alienation.

 Of the four major points above, it is Bahro's theory of the division of
 labor and of consciousness which is key to the question of dissent, for it is
 here that he links his objective analysis to a strategy for social change. His
 emphasis upon intellectual labor as central to both maintaining and trans-
 forming the system in fact provides the political-economic rationale for why
 intellectual resistance has become such a threat to the system as a whole.
 More importantly, his concept of consciousness recognizes aesthetics and
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 culture as central categories for the formation of social theory. For Bahro,
 the emergence of subaltern thinking within highly elaborated labor processes
 helps promote forms of domination and control precisely in its denial of the
 synthesizing and transcending qualities of aesthetic cognition. "Aesthetic
 capacities and self knowledge are integrally related,"41 says Bahro, by which
 he means that the creative impulse to grasp and change the complexity of the
 social order are closely bound up with the ability to think abstractly: "People
 who have taken up into their consciousness the dialectical structures of
 philosophy, cybernetics, mathematics and art are in principle able to grasp
 any kind of process, regardless of its complexity."42 Given this formula, the
 key to social change for Bahro lies in promoting the classical education as a
 means of creating a philosophical-scientific surplus consciousness. Reduced
 to its simplest formula: "The point is to force the overproduction of
 consciousness." (Es kommt darauf an, die Uberproduktion von Bewusstsein
 zu forcieren.)43

 With Bahro we have a figure of opposition who attempts to bring
 together the realms of culture and science in a total theory of society.
 However, unlike other members of the literary opposition, Bahro's politi-
 zation represents a radicalizing rather than rejection of the moral and
 theoretical imperatives of the classical tradition. Just as his socio-economic
 analysis inverts the premises of Soviet Marxism, so are his cultural politics a
 radicalizing and inversion of the classical heritage. This is particularly under-
 standable in the light of his own development.

 From the very outset of his career, Bahro was intensely involved in the
 cultural political life of the GDR. In 1958 he published an essay in an avant-
 garde journal entitled Junge Kunst praising Johannes R. Becher's appropri-
 ation of the German sonnett form for socialist struggle and recommending it
 as a national tradition upon which to build a revolutionary culture.44 In a
 poem he himself wrote at the same time Bahro enjoins fellow bourgeois
 students at the university to bring their tradition into the new. His rhetoric
 draws from baroque poetry to underscore the religiosity of cultural
 symbiosis and political conversion.

 Marx is with us.

 Within us arisen,
 Lenin's breath

 is uplifting
 the mass

 of repressed dreams
 right off

 their hinges:

 41. Bahro, Alternative, p. 170.
 42. Ibid., p. 207-8.
 43. Ibid., p. 304.
 44. Bahro, "Johannes R. Bechers Gedicht Triinen des Vaterlandes anno 1937," Junge Kunst
 11 (1959), 56-62.
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 Young Thinkers-
 to the front-line

 of class struggle45

 Bahro's attempt to infuse classical traditions into present situations is also
 evident in a cycle of poems he published five years later in Forum. The cycle
 was entitled "Pathetique" and was dedicated to the fallen Russian cosmonaut
 Titov. Here Bahro weds Faustian striving with Beethovian pathos in a
 homage to scientific-political-cultural revolution:

 Brother German

 How alike we both are! Side by side,
 I can see myself in his walk of life.
 The same yearning for the far and wide
 Carries us up through galactic strife.
 You are ahead? For myself, commands I make
 Stronger to be and you to overtake.

 Work, only work is that field unfurled,
 The launch-pad, for your flight to chase
 Through all the art and science of the world.
 Philosophy-are questions there still open-face?
 Prove yourself, Queen Nuclear Physics!
 And you give answer, KLEINE NACHTMUSIK!

 Whence we have come and where we are going;
 Whence came the earth, and whatever her fate;
 Why people in throngs to the gods are still pleading;
 How rockets are built; when did art originate;
 How "thinking" machines are made electronic;
 Which equations steer ships through space supersonic-

 Universality, a boundless dream!
 Were we ever satisfied with a conquest?
 Contemptuous are they who betray their fame,
 So as we began was made the behest:
 Make all conquests into new foes,
 Step by step becoming new heroes.46

 Bahro's cultural classicism is the hidden dream of one side of affirmative

 culture - the universalizing of bourgeois values; the end of alienation in a
 synthesis of poetic and scientific achievement.

 Prove yourself, Queen Nuclear Physics!
 And give your answer, KLEINE NACHTMUSIK!

 45. Bahro, "An die Studenten meiner Universitdit," Junge Kunst 1 (1958), 45-46, trans. by
 Scott Thompson.
 46. Bahro, Forum 20 (1963), 14-15, trans. by Scott Thompson.
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 When Bahro wrote these lines he had not yet lost his editorship of Forum
 for initiating a poetry debate in which he himself attacked the modernist
 practices of poets like Giinter Kunert for "paralyzing intellectual and practi-
 cal activity."47 Nor had the Warsaw Pact countries intervened in the reform
 developments in Czechoslovakia. Yet it is clear that the optimistic vision of
 an aesthetic-scientific synthesis pulsating throughout the earlier artistic
 efforts is still very much the dream informing the final chapters of the
 Alternative. And herein lies the paradox within the dialectics of legitimation.
 Propelled by a cultural vision of unity and harmony forged within the legiti-
 mating politics of cultural heritage, Bahro's "massloser Traum Universalitiit"
 drives him out and beyond the cultural-political framework cast to achieve it.

 While we share much with Bahro's understanding of the potentially
 revolutionary nature of the legitimatory sector, there are a number of
 problems which emerge that bear consideration, although a thorough
 discussion of any one of the points would exceed the limits of the present
 study.

 The first concerns Bahro's notion of social change. Although his theory
 of the "materiality" of consciousness repudiates a base-superstructure
 model in which mind is merely the reflection of reality, his locating the
 dialectic of history in the conflict between absorbed and surplus conscious-
 ness reinstates the old labor-capital dialectic at a higher.level of abstraction.
 Where once we had the forces of production as a demiurge which, when in
 contradiction with social relations, results in a leap of revolution, we now
 have the ontological forces of consciousness doing the very same thing. The
 problem here lies in Bahro's notion of "neutral" knowledge. Just as Lenin's
 use of factory organization as a neutral model for social relations under
 socialism failed to grasp the repressive values of goal rationalization which
 underly it, so Bahro does not interrogate his categories of consciousness to
 question their potentially repressive character at the level of epistemological
 organization.

 Which brings us to our second point. What Bahro's paradigm fails to
 address is the extent to which the areas of instrumental rationality (science)
 and communicative interaction (philosophy) have to be thought through as
 separate and historically incompatible modes of perception and not simply
 ellided at the top of the scale. To believe that the system's creation of
 abstract mental labor is practically tantamount to creating its own grave-
 diggers seriously underestimates the institutional and individually internalized
 imperatives within the framework of purposive rational action. Returning to
 the problem of dissent, only a theory which grasps the inherently ideological
 character of positivist methodologies can explain why opposition in the
 GDR has not emerged for the most part from the technocratic and theory-
 producing communities.

 47. Bahro, "Wozu wir diesen Dichter brauchen," Forum 12 (1966), 10.
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 But criticisms aside, Bahro's call for an alternative politics in the GDR
 has made this book a political event of major importance. Written in the
 lingua franca in a clear lucid prose it is intended to provide the theoretical
 basis within the tradition of Marxist-Leninism for its own transformation.

 Bahro is convinced that it will reach and influence what he claims is a large
 number of party functionaries such as himself, and that it is precisely this
 group which is crucial for the process of change in the societies he is
 analyzing. As a document of dissent, this book and its audience are clearly
 part of a larger movement among the intelligentsia to emerge since the
 Helsinki agreements and the intensified contacts provided by detente and
 East-West trade agreements. A turning point in this process was certainly
 the 1976 Berlin Conference of European Communist parties, where repre-
 sentatives of Euro-communism were openly critical of political repression in
 Eastern Europe and under Soviet rule. The open, coordinated response of
 leading cultural figures to the expulsion of Wolf Biermann and the more
 recent publication of a document of SED dissent in the Spiegel are but
 further indications that the basis for a communist opposition is present and
 growing.

 But just as important as The Alternative's immediate political impact are
 the implications to be derived from its methodological revolution. Bahro's
 creative revitalization of Marx's critique to question both Marx and his
 socialist post-history is clearly a dialectical inversion of his own educational
 development which can serve as a model for many. That such a model could
 emerge from the most orthodox public sphere of the Soviet block is but
 another great legacy that Marxism has bequeathed to itself.
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